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Discourse on comics abstraction has largely focused on the formal qualities of comics, that is, 

abstraction in terms of the panel (representation) and sequence (narrative). While, like in other 

media discourse, formal abstraction proves a consistently interesting and multi-faceted line of 

inquiry, especially in terms of the limitations of representation and the narrative impulse, in this 

paper I propose to expand the discourse on comics abstraction beyond the panel and sequence—

abstraction in comics—to the social space—abstraction of comics. In defining abstraction 

pluralistically, this paper suggests a social abstraction of comics as a means to withdraw from 

comics’ intermedial in-betweenness, which works to both ingratiate certain comics into the 

classification of literature and exclude them from art as, at best, mere inspiration, and at worse, 

kitsch. I argue that a social abstraction, achieved through withdrawing from the discourses on 

literature and art, particularly in terms of comics’ material embodiment on the page and in the 

book, can be instrumentalized to move closer to a means of thinking of and exhibiting comics in a 

manner that engages with their affective qualities as opposed to their perceived cultural position 

or physical substance. Through an examination of commonly employed tropes in contemporary 

comics exhibitions, I propose a critique of the didactic impetus to explain what comics are and a 

turn towards an examination of comics’ self-reflexivity—what comics do. Rather than a simple 

attempt to culturally elevate comics, I argue that such a shift can further foreground comics’ 

modes of representation and narration in refocusing attention on comics as comics. 
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